Al Telal Gents Fashion, established in the year 1987, is a ubiquitous brand
name in Fashion, including traditional gents fashion, kids fashion, accessories,
footwear, military and police uniforms and accessories. Rooted in tradition and
inspired by fashion, Telal’s line of signature products represents world class
quality. Being fully customer oriented, Telal provides the best in class services,
from in-showroom hospitality to customizable products, in-house fashion
designer, branch to branch delivery and replacement guarantee with the
promise of outstanding quality.

Bisht (mishlah) Najafi Malaki Black With Golden Zari Embroidery
BISHT is a traditional men’s cloak popular in the Arab ,It is a
flowing outer cloak worn over a thawb(kandura). High quality
japan cloth is using to make this. Pure black colour gives you
a luxuary look and embroidery is 100% handmade. First
grade quality in almani, golden zari immersed in gold water,
and silver zari mix cobmbination gives richness. specially
made for telal in Saudi Arabia.

Leoni-m11 White Guthra For Men –switzerland
A white Kandura and a white Ghutra are definitely a perfect
match for you. The Ghutra is held beautifully held in place by
the egal. 100% cotton gutra made in switzerland. a traditional
white gutra that has remained a favourite of most middle east
men.

The book a tailor experience from Telal is designed to maximize the
convenience and comfort through which our customers can choose and tailor
their wardrobe from home or a location of their choice. Simply fill out the book
a tailor form giving your contact and location details. We will call you to book

your appointment at our shop nearest to your location or any location of your
choice like your home or office. Once you choose your convenient location

Telal Shahtoosh Shawl Dark Blonde Colour
These shawls were originally very few and could only be woven by
master artisans to weave the delicate hair which measured
between 7 and 10 microns. 100% virtuous handcrafted
embroidered telal shahtoosh shawl , These factors made
shahtoosh shawls very precious.

Military Towel
Green towel is made from the best quality raw materials to suit
specially the members of the armed forces. , we will reach you
with our collection of fabric and designs and a stylist who will
gladly guide you with your choices and take fitting measurements
on the spot.
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